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Foreword 
In the year 2007 three crash tests with alternative TMA1 carrier vehicles were per-
formed at the VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute) with the 
aim to evaluate the carrier vehicle behaviour. Still the question of the risk for the TMA 
carrier driver was not evaluated. In a following project sponsored by the Swedish Road 
Administration, SRA2, performed at VTI in November 2009, and with valuable help 
from the company Autoliv, an additional TMA crash test was performed with a BioRID 
dummy as the tractor/carrier vehicle driver. 
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1 TMA, Truck Mounted Attenuator. 
2 SRA has since the test changed its name and is nowadays a part of the Swedish Transport 
Administration. 
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Alternative TMA carriers. Crash test with a tractor, an articulated front-end 

loader and a rigid frame 

by Jan Wenäll 
VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute) 
SE-581 95  Linköping  Sweden 

 

 
Summary 
A frequently repeated TMA-related question over the past years has been the possible 
acceptance of diverging carriers for TMAs, such as tractors, trailers and articulated 
(front-end) loaders. Also TMA installations on other type of generic carriers such as 
containers and/or specific frames replicating a truck performance have been on the 
agenda, as well as the carrier vehicle weight and the allowed variations, still under 
acceptable TMA performance. In Sweden, an accepted TMA is equal to a TMA tested 
according to the American procedure NCHRPR3 350, or in some cases its predecessor 
NCHRPR 230. The NCHRPR 350 is more of a collection of good technical advice than 
a mandatory set of rules, there is more of the word “should” than “shall” in the text, and 
the responsible crash test engineer is urged to think about more ways of determining the 
proper crash function than what is described in the NCHRPR 350. Thus NCHRPR 350 
is kind of an open document, which does also contain the urge for “in-service evalua-
tion” of safety products, a procedure rarely found in the more European style procedures 
such as EN1317 or EN12767. Thus, an approved product can, by the US procedures, be 
hastily recalled by FHWA4 if functional problems are detected later on. 

In a more detailed perspective, the NCHRPR 350 requires mandatory two crash tests, 
the 3-50 and 3-51, for TL-35. One more step is required in Sweden, where also one of 
the two (in the US optional) crash tests 3-52 or 3-53 need to be run. This seems to be in 
line with the future MASH update of the NCHRPR 350, where advance indications 
show a probability that all four crash tests are made mandatory. 

In some documents there is a voluntary future test 3-54 mentioned, a test that seems to 
be closely related to the newly presented UK TMA crash test TD49/07. 

According to the NCHRPR 350 a TMA should, not shall but should, be installed on a 
suitable carrier vehicle. For the test situation, if the TMA manufacturer does not specify 
others, a carrier vehicle with a weight as close as possible to 9,000 kg should be chosen. 
Very few other requirements are given, but the vehicle should be representative for 
ordinary vehicles of that weight class. Wheel base and location of centre of gravity have 
no requirements attached, but data ought to be given. Although no requirements, most 
TMA tests in the US have been run with carrier vehicles with about 5.35 meter wheel 
base and a centre of gravity height of about 1.25 meter above ground. Most US-tested 
TMAs are obviously tested on such vehicles. 

Over the past years, questions have been aroused upon installing TMAs on all types of 
vehicles, such as tractors, articulated front-end loaders, road planers, line painting 
vehicles, the Unimog, containers, trailers, interchangeable wagon-bridges etc. A very 

                                                 
3 National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report. 
4 Federal Highway Administration. 
5 TL is short for test level, one of several levels in NCHRPR 350. 
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careful attitude towards these alternative vehicles has initially been held, mainly due to 
the short wheel base and the anticipated risk of these vehicles to yaw round its vertical 
axle under angular impacts, or other similar risks in relation to the vehicle centre of 
gravity height. 

Another complication has been the carrier vehicle weight and that the wished for 
alternative carriers have had weights deviant from what has been the case during the 
initial TMA type test. There have been situations with FHWA-approved unusual 
combinations of TMAs and carrier weights which have been really hard to explain. But 
I will try, anyway; 

Typically a TMA crash test is run with the carrier vehicle weight of 9,000 kg. At the 
time of impact the accelerations in the impacting vehicle and the roll ahead distance for 
the carrier vehicle are determined. Accelerations do have an upper limit defined. The 
carrier vehicles ”roll ahead distance ” is used to define a safe work zone area in front of 
the carrier vehicle, for the road workers to respect. In NCHRPR 350 there is an upper 
limit of 20 g defined. The accelerations in the impacting vehicle must not exceed that. 
For those cases where the determined accelerations value has become very close to this 
threshold limit, no further increase in carrier vehicle weight has been accepted. On the 
other hand, for those cases where the TMA functioned well and the accelerations were 
low, a rather generous position towards increased carrier vehicle weight has been noted. 
A third option seems to have been well functioning TMA installed on carriers of 
completely different weights, where the actual combination has got its own acceptance. 
Thus, on the market there have been combinations of high weight carriers and TMAs, 
low weight carriers and TMAs, carriers of indefinite weight and also combinations with 
wide tolerance and combinations with extremely narrow tolerance. Each and every 
decision for a combination has been well documented, but an overall picture of the 
various TMAs and weight combinations might appear very scattered for an uninformed 
bystander. 

In Sweden the SRA has followed the procedure of FHWA and accepted the FHWA 
decision in most cases, as we have regarded FHWA to be the best skilled interpreter of 
the NCHRPR 350. 

Besides the above, there are specific cases where the carrier vehicle has been parked 
adherent towards a stiff concrete barrier, to simulate an indefinitely heavy carrier 
vehicle, making the TMA unit solely responsible for absorbing the impact energy. For 
successful tests in these cases, no upper limit for the carrier vehicle weight has been set 
by the approval. 
A small complication is anyhow that two, for the eye very similar, TMAs could have 
been tested quite differently in respect of carrier vehicle weight, thus resulting in quite 
different acceptance for the same weight. 

Over a period a need to install TMAs on more odd carriers has been raised, and in that 
line of fire it was discussed by the SRA to actually crash test three different installa-
tions, a TMA on a tractor, a TMA on an articulated front-end loader and a TMA on a 
trailer. Due to economical factors and the problem of finding a trailer with a TMA 
attached, the later test was in the final stage of planning put on hold for a possible future 
test series. Instead, a crash test on a moveable steel frames was performed. In Sweden 
there are trucks with interchangeable cargo beds, in Swedish known as “lastväxlarflak”, 
which in a non-professional translation can be said to have the meaning “interchange-
able loading platform”. There are specific lorries with rails and hydraulics to handle 
these interchangeable loading platforms, and a standardized interface. A steel frame to 
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take advantage of this possibility was manufactured, and prepared to support a TMA 
while lowered to the asphalt surface. The structure had four rubber covered feet to simu-
late the truck tires. 

In the three crash tests performed, no tendency for additional yawing, pitching (or 
rolling) could be observed, leading to the opinion that the three carrier vehicle types, 
from a pure crash technical point of view, could be regarded as equal to the original 
truck carrier and thus accepted as TMA carriers. 

This was the technical part of the problem. But what about the driver of the supporting 
vehicle? That was the next question to be raised. 

In a NCHRPR 350 3-51 crash test run in November 2009, the injury risk of the TMA 
carrier vehicle driver was evaluated by the use of the BioRID crash test dummy. Impact 
was performed on a 9,100 kg tractor equipped with a Scorpion TMA and a BeGe6 9,000 
driver seat at 101.8 km/h. The average acceleration measured in the frame structure of 
the tractor was 1.8 g with peaks at about 4.7 g. Evaluated (by Autoliv) according to the 
neck injury criteria of EuroNCAP7 (for passenger cars) it is noted that due to proximity 
of the head and neck to stiff vehicle structures (a wiper motor on the rear window of the 
tractor) a significant risk for rearward head and seat impact risk are anticipated in 
advance of the test, a >90% risk of short and long term symptoms is recorded, although 
the actual crash pulse is regarded benign. The three contributing risk factors are 
identified as being; 

 The head rest and its position fail to protect the head. 

 The impact of the head to the rear window wiper motor, which is due to the 
position itself and the proximity of the head. 

 The sudden stop of the seat back tilting, due to the proximity of the seat to 
structures behind the seat. 

In general, from a purely crash technician perspective, the crashtest itself was a success. 
The risk for the driver and the three identified risk reasons show a good potential for 
reaching an acceptable driver crash protection with minor corrections, such as a higher 
head rest, more allowed movement of the seat backrest and somewhat enhanced safe 
areas around the driver head and neck, i.e. without stiff structures in designated impact 
areas. 

A suggestion was to continue the tests with a driver seat with a higher backrest or 
higher head restraint, with a similar crash pulse, and with geometrical requirements for 
the movement of the seat and the driver dummy. Such a test was later on run in the 
Autoliv crash laboratory on a crash sled with reproducible crash pulses, their test report 
is attached to this report as Annex B. 

General recommendations emanating from the tests; 

The VTI recommendation is that any NCHRPR 350 TL-3 TMA accepted in Sweden 
also can be accepted installed on any of the described alternative TMA-carriers. 

VTI does recommend a continuous in-service evaluation of these installations. 

                                                 
6 BE-GE Förarmiljö AB, Box 7, Malmavägen 3, SE-730 30 Kolsva, Sverige. info@begeforarmiljo.se 
www.begeforarmiljo.se 
Phone +46 (0)221 535 00, Fax +46 (0)221 500 00 
7 http://www.euroncap.com/home.aspx 

mailto:info@begeforarmiljo.se
http://www.begeforarmiljo.se/
http://www.euroncap.com/home.aspx
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For the frame carrier, extra caution shall be used while addressing the risk of hitting the 
unprotected frame from other traffic directions.  

For the carrier vehicle driver protection, VTI does propose the following crash test 
requirements, as a minimum, to be mandatory fulfilled for the driver’s seat; 

 By a rear end impact test, with a CFC60 filtered crash pulse with a mean 
acceleration of 2.0 g (tolerance ± 0.3 g) and with a total duration longer than 200 
ms and with occasional peak values not higher than 8.0 g and with those peaks 
having a cumulative total duration above 3.0 g less than 50 ms, no complete 
failure or collapse shall be recorded for the tested seat. Controlled deformation is 
allowed. 

 The height of the driver seat backrest and/or the head restraint should be enough 
to cover effectively the full height of the driver head, measured to the top of the 
skull.  

While one way of reducing the forces on the driver is to allow controlled seatback 
deformation, the additional risk of hitting interior hard structures behind the driver must 
also be evaluated. There are of course possible solutions, like introducing corresponding 
padding at certain unsafe areas. 

The roll ahead distance for the vehicle and TMA combination is equal to the verified 
roll ahead distance by the NCHRPR 350 test. 
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Krocktester av alternativa TMA-bärare 

av Jan Wenäll 
VTI 
581 95  Linköping 

 

 
Sammanfattning 
En ständigt återkommande fråga rörande TMA har under åren varit olika alternativa 
bärare av sådan utrustning, till exempel traktor, släpvagnar och midjestyrt fordon. Även 
montering på containrar, på specifika bärarramar (som på olika sätt efterhärmar fordons-
egenskaper) samt även diskussioner om bärarfordonets vikt har diskuterats. Som bekant 
så är ju normalt sett ett TMA provat i enlighet med amerikanska normen NCHRPR 350, 
eller möjligen dess föregångare NCHRPR 230. Man kan betrakta NCHRPR 350 mera 
som en samling goda riktlinjer för hur en vägsäkerhetsprodukt bör provas, det finns få 
skall och många bör i texten. I dokumentet NCHRPR 350 antyds på flera ställen att en 
produkt kan tänkas provas på fler sätt än vad som specifikt anges i NCHRPR 350, den 
ansvarige testingenjören inbjuds vara uppfinningsrik. Vidare bör man komma ihåg att 
man också i NCHRPR 350 påpekar att produkten senare löpande skall utvärderas ”in 
service”. Med andra ord, en NCHRPR 350-provad och ”godkänd” produkt kan vid 
senare problem snabbt återkallas. Detta låter sig lätt göras i USA, där FHWA synes ha 
relativt oinskränkt makt över vägsäkerheten. 

Om vi lite mera specifikt tittar på hur ett TMA lämpligen bör provas så säger NCHRPR 
350 att minst två krockprov obligatoriskt skall utföras, proven 3-50 och 3-51 för TL-38. 
I Sverige har vi gått ett steg längre och kräver också minst ett av (de i USA frivilliga) 
proven 3-52 eller 3-53. Detta är faktiskt i linje med vad vi tror komma skall i USA, i en 
förhandsversion av uppdateringen av NCHRPR 350 med benämningen MASH08 så är 
alla fyra prov 3-50, 3-51, 3-52 och 3-53 obligatoriska. Dessutom finns ett frivilligt prov 
3-54 med, ett prov som synes vara nära på en anpassning till vad man just nu också gör i 
England, referens TD49/07. 

Enligt dessa NCHRPR 350 riktlinjer så bör, inte skall, en TMA monteras på ett lämpligt 
bärarfordon. Om inte TMA-tillverkaren anger annat, så skall man försöka välja ett 
bärarfordon som väger ungefär 9 000 kg. Man kan tycka att det vore befogat med mera 
specifikationer omkring detta bärarfordon, men så är inte fallet. Det är endast skrivet att 
fordonet skall vara representativt för ”vanliga” fordon i trafik. Det finns inga direkta 
krav avseende axelavstånd eller tyngdpunktshöjd (dock bör dessa mått anges). Tittar 
man i backspegeln på tidigare utförda prov så kan man notera att dessa ”vanliga” USA-
lastbilar/bärarfordon dock oftast synes ha ett axelavstånd på runt 5,35 meter och en 
tyngdpunktshöjd på dryga 1,25 meter. Man kan alltså säga att en ”vanlig” USA-TMA 
sannolikt är provad i första hand på ett sådant fordon. 

I sammanhanget har frågor under åren haglat kring så udda bärarfordon som traktor, 
hjullastare, väghyvel, väglinjemålningsbil, Unimog, containers, växelflak, släpvagnar 
osv. Den försiktiga inställningen till dessa, som TMA-bärare betraktade, udda fordon 
har i första hand berott på tveksamheter kring fordonens korta axelavstånd, med därtill 
hörande farhåga att ett kort axelavstånd kan innebära risk att bärarfordonet snurrar runt 

                                                 
8 TL är en förkortning för ”test level”, en av flera nivåer i NCHRPR 350. 
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vid sned påkörning (ungefär som vid provbetingelser NCHRPR 350, 3-52 och 3-53) 
eller att en del av dessa fordon har hög tyngdpunkt, det vill säga påkörningsenergin från 
TMA synes kunna få fordonet att lätta på framhjulen. Eftersom bärarfordonet förutsätts 
rulla framåt, så bör/skall framhjulen vara i kontakt med marken så att fordonet styr dit 
man vill. Ytterligare en komplikation är bärarfordonets vikt och att dessa alternativa 
fordon avvikit från de nominella värden som varit fallet vid provning. Det finns för-
hållanden kring detta och hur amerikanska FHWA hanterat frågan, som vid första åsyn 
kan vara svåra att förklara. Men en kort sammanfattning av problemet följer. 

Normalt sett provas alltså TMA med ett bärarfordon på ca 9 000 kg. Därvid mäter man 
upp accelerationer i det påkörande fordonet samt hur långt bärarfordonet rullar fram vid 
denna påkörning. Accelerationerna får inte vara för höga, då är TMA för hårt. Bärar-
fordonets s.k. ”roll ahead distance ” används för att definiera en slags frizon framför 
skyddsfordonet, där inga människor bör uppehålla sig. Normalt sett är det så att om man 
ökar bärarfordonets massa, så ökar accelerationerna inne i den påkörande bilen medan 
roll ahead distance minskar. På samma sätt, om bärarfordonets massa minskar så 
minskar normalt sett accelerationerna inne i den påkörande bilen medan roll ahead 
distance ökar. Men inte nog med det; det finns givetvis ett gränsvärde på 20 g definierat 
i NCHRPR 350. Accelerationerna inne i det påkörande fordonet får inte gå över detta 
värde. Om man vid krockprovning hamnar nära detta gränsvärde så har FHWA inte 
accepterat att bärarfordonet väger så mycket mer än dessa 9 000 kg som man provat 
med. Å andra sidan, har TMA-produkten fungerat väl och gett låga g-värden, långt 
under dessa 20 g, så har FHWA ganska frikostigt accepterat att bärarfordonet väger 
betydligt mer än 9 000 kg. Det synes för en extern betraktare ha varit lite godtyckliga 
regler hos FHWA, men för enkelhetens skull så har Sverige och Vägverket gått på 
samma linje som FHWA och använt samma data för en provad TMA. Detta har vi 
baserat på att vi anser FHWA vara den bästa uttydaren av kraven enligt NCHRPR 350.  

Utöver detta så finns det dessvärre ytterligare ett specialfall där man istället vid prov-
ning parkerat bärarfordonet helt stumt mot en betongbarriär. På så sätt har man simu-
lerat ett oändligt tungt bärarfordon, där själva TMA-enheten tvingas stå för all energi-
absorberande deformation. I dessa fall har FHWA inte satt någon direkt övre gräns för 
bärarbilens vikt. Som synes kan två, till det yttre snarlika, TMA ha provats på olika sätt, 
varvid de får godkännande för olika bärarbilar/vikter. 

Nu har behovet av att montera TMA på udda bärare eskalerat och som ett led i detta 
diskuterades fram tre scenarier som Vägverket önskade krocktesta, TMA på traktor, 
TMA på (midjestyrd) hjullastare samt TMA på släpvagn. Av såväl ekonomiska skäl 
som det faktum att det var svårt att i tid få fram en släpvagn med TMA blev det senare 
provet i planeringsfasen lagt på is, för eventuellt senare genomförande. 

Istället valdes som tredje prov att låta krockprova en stålram som kan transporteras på 
en lastbil försedd med utrustning för lastväxlarflak. Ramen var utformad med gummi-
klädda ben, som skulle efterlikna ett fordons gummihjul.  

I dessa tre krockprov observerades ingen ökad risk för rotation eller andra farliga 
fordonsrörelser, vilket betyder att man från krocksäkerhetsmässig synvinkel kan 
betrakta dessa fordon som likvärdiga de bärare av TMA som brukas som original. 

Så långt den tekniska utvärderingen av TMA-bärare. Men föraren av dessa bärare? 
Finns det risker för denne? Därför gick vi vidare med ytterligare ett prov. 

Ett krockprov enligt amerikanska standarden NCHRPR 350, provbetingelse 3-51, 
utfördes i november 2009. Orsaken var nu att man önskade utvärdera risken för bärar-
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bilens förare. Detta gjordes genom att en BioRID-krockdocka placerades i förarsätet på 
en traktor, vägande 9 100 kg utrustad med en TMA av fabrikat Skorpionen och en 
förarstol BeGe 9000. Krockprov utfördes vid 101,8 km/h. Medelaccelerationen för 
bärarfordonets ram uppmättes till 1,8 g med peakvärden9 på 4,7 g. Utvärdering (utförd 
av Autoliv) i enlighet med kriterierna för nackskada enligt EuroNCAP (för personbilar) 
utfördes. Därvid kan noteras att de i förväg noterade riskerna med små avstånd mellan 
bakhuvud och fasta strukturer i fordonet samt ett lågt huvudstöd/nackstöd på stolen vid 
prov resulterade i en risk >90% för bestående nackskada både på kort och på lång sikt, 
trots att själva krockpulsen får anses godartad. Tre viktigare skadeorsaker kan identi-
fieras: 

 Huvudstödet sitter för lågt och klarar inte av att skydda dockans huvud. 

 Dockan slår bakhuvudet i den torkarmotor som sitter på bakre rutan och därvid 
får man notera att såväl denna motors placering som dess fysiska närhet till 
förarens huvud är bidragande orsaker. 

 Sätets plötsliga stopp när det gäller sätets ryggstöd och dess lutning bakåt, 
beroende på att sätet monterats/justerats in för nära bakomliggande styva 
strukturer. 

Övergripande, sett ur krockteknisk synvinkel, så är krockprovet utmärkt. Risken för 
föraren och de tre identifierade mekanismerna visar också på goda utvecklingsmöjlig-
heter för att nå fullgott krocktekniskt skydd, till exempel höjt huvudstöd och mera fria 
säkerhetszoner runt förarens huvud. 

Projektet har senare gått vidare i ett steg till med ett förarsäte med högre rygg och högre 
uppjusterat huvudstöd, provat med samma krockpuls och med geometriska krav på 
deformationen runt förare och säte. Detta prov kördes på krocksläde i laboratoriemiljö 
hos Autoliv. Deras rapport finns bifogad denna rapport, som bilaga B. 

Generella rekommendationer baserade på de utförda testerna: 

VTI:s rekommendation är att alla typer av NCHRPR 350 TL-3 TMA som är godkända 
enligt de svenska kriterierna också skall accepteras som möjliga att monteras på de i 
denna rapport beskrivna alternative TMA-bärare. 

VTI rekommenderar en fortsatt utvärdering av kombinationen TMA/alternativa bärare 
när dessa tagits i bruk i trafiken. 

För lastväxlarflak som TMA-bärare bör extra varsamhet iakttagas när det gäller risken 
att köra på det oskyddade lastväxlarflaket från andra trafikriktningar.  

För bärarfordonets förarsäte föreslår VTI följande tvingande tekniska krav: 

 Vid en simulerad påkörning bakifrån/slädtest skall den CFC60-filtrerade 
krockpulsen, mätt som ett medelvärde, vara 2,0 g ± 0,3 g med en total 
varaktighet överstigande 200 ms. Eventuella peak-värden skall vara under 8,0 g 
och för peak-värden överstigande 3,0 g skall den totala kumulativa tiden vara 
max 50 ms. Vid en dylik krocktest skall stolen och dess underrede ej bryta 
sönder eller kollapsa på annat sätt. Kontrollerad deformation är tillåten. 

 Förarsätets ryggstödshöjd inklusive huvudstöd skall vara tillräckligt högt för att 
effektivt skydda/täcka förarens huvud, mätt ända till förarens hjässa.  

                                                 
9 Peak är “krockprovarslang” för toppvärde eller maximalt värde. 
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Ett sätt att kontrollera krafterna som föraren utsätts för är att tillåta kontrollerad 
deformation av förarsätets ryggstöd. Dock bör man komma ihåg att detta också medför 
en ökad risk för islag i hårda interiördetaljer, något som kan reduceras genom att bruka 
någon typ av stoppning (engelskans ”padding”) på områden som bedöms farliga. 

Värdet på “roll ahead distance” för det alternativa fordonet med TMA anses ekvivalent 
med det “roll ahead distance”-värde som uppmätts vid ursprunglig NCHRPR 350-test 
med sagda TMA. 
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1 The first step; three tests in 2007 

 
TMA on a tractor. 

TMA on an articulated front-end loader. 

 
TMA on a moveable frame. 
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1.1 Aim – background – method 
1.1.1 Aim 
Can a TMA be installed on a tractor or an articulated front-end loader, instead of a 
standard truck? After years of questions from the entrepreneurs, discussion between 
VTI and the SRA led to the opinion that only actually running a crash test could give a 
reliable answer to that question. Which was the aim of the tests run in the first step of 
this project? 

 
1.1.2 Background 
A constant question over the past years regarding TMA has been the option of using 
alternative carrier vehicles for TMA, such as tractors, trailers, articulated vehicles of 
different kinds etc. Also installations on containers, specifically built steel frames 
replicating vehicle behaviour or even to use a TMA in the front of a maintenance truck 
spray-painting the median diversion line on roads has been on the agenda. Along with 
that question, also the question of the allowed carrier vehicle weight has been 
questioned. As mostly well known, a TMA is tested according to the American 
procedure NCHRPR 350, or in some cases its predecessor NCHRPR 230. NCHRPR 
350 can be regarded as a collection of good technical procedures for how to evaluate a 
road safety product, there are very few “shall” and a lot more “should” in that text. In 
the document there is given options for the responsible test engineer to enhance the 
evaluation of the product, if needed for achieving optimum road/roadside safety. It is 
also imperative that an approved product shall be continuously assessed over its 
working life. 

More specifically, for a TMA it is mandatory according to NCHRPR 350 to run at least 
two crash tests, the tests 3-50 and 3-51. In Sweden10 it is also mandatory to add one of 
the two (in the US optional) tests 3-52 or 3-53. This is partly in line with the 
expectations for the new MASH, which will replace NCHRPR 350 during 2011.There 
is also an optional 3-54 test in MASH, with similarities with one of the tests given in the 
British TMA test procedures TD49/07. 

According to NCHRPR 350 guidelines, a TMA should (not shall) be installed on a 
suitable carrier vehicle. If not given other specifications in the installation manual by the 
manufacturer, a suitable TMA carrier is a typical truck of about 9,000 kg of weight. One 
could think that more specific directions would be appropriate, but there are none. It is 
written that the carrier should be typical or common. There are no strict requirements 
for track width, minimum wheel base, height of centre of gravity etc. But looking at 
quite a few TMA crash tests performed over the years, it is imperative that most of these 
are run on pretty common American trucks with wheel base of approximately 5.35 
meter and a centre of gravity height of 1.25 meter. Most of the common American 
TMAs are thus most certainly more or less only tested on that type of vehicles. 

Over the past years un-numerous questions about the possibility to also use TMA on 
other types of carriers have been asked. Vehicle types mentioned have been tractors, 
articulated front-end loaders, road scrapers, line-painting vehicles, the MB Unimog in 
various sizes, containers, trailers and interchangeable load carrier platforms. A very 
reluctant opinion about the suitability of these types of vehicles has been arisen from the 
fact that the influence of vehicles with a short wheelbase and a high centre of gravity 

                                                 
10 Vägverket FO30A 1998:9179. 
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has been unknown, and the corresponding anticipated risk of extensive vehicle rotation 
in the event of an angled impact or the fear of that a short vehicle with high centre of 
gravity might raise its front wheel in the air if impacted from behind. As the carrier is 
supposed to continue forward, such a pitching risk might endanger the vehicle 
trajectory. An additional complication has been the carrier vehicle weight, and the 
nominal vehicle weight values given by the FHWA in the original approvals of the 
TMA. It has been somewhat complicated to explain the deviations for the Swedish 
market.  

As the need to install TMAs on somewhat odd carrier vehicles has urged for more hard 
evidence of compliance with the initial type tests, a test series of three tests with “odd 
vehicles” was performed. 

 
1.1.3 Method 
The chosen method was the American NCHRPR 350 test type 3-52. As the aim of the 
test was to evaluate the risk of causing dangerous rotation/yawing of the carrier vehicle, 
the maximum (offset) energy input was sought for, which makes the 3-52 a far better 
test than the angled 3-53. 

In detail, the test 3-52 according to NCHRPR 350 can be described as a test where a 
pickup truck of 2,000 kg ± 45 kg impacts the TMA installation at 100 km/h ± 4 km/h, 
head on with an angle of 0°, but with an offset equal to 1/3 of the (impacting) vehicle 
width. As that type of pickup truck is rather rare in Sweden, and thus expensive, and 
that the evaluation was not on the impacting vehicle, nor the actual TMA, but on the 
carrier vehicle only, it was decided that any type of generic 2,000 kg vehicle was 
possible to be used. A Chevrolet Van was chosen, having about the same sub frame as a 
pickup in respect of how the crash forces are distributed on to the TMA. The offset of 
the vehicle was determined to be 67.3 cm.  

 
Chosen vehicles 

The following vehicles and vehicle specifications were agreed upon: 

Tractor 

We were aiming for a Swedish “landsvägstraktor”, i.e. a tractor intended for use on 
roads and not a tractor with typical farmer tires. This tractor should additionally be 
equipped with grass cutting/lawn mover machinery, for removing vegetation in the 
roadside slope. This should be out in its extreme operational position. The strived for 
vehicle weight was 9,000 kg. The SRA and their entrepreneur sub-company “Vägverket 
Produktion”11 did promise to find a representative vehicle and equip that it full equip-
ment, to be representative for vehicles commonly used within SRA. 

The tractor that was made available for the crash test was a John Deere 4240S, un-
fortunately with exactly the type of farmer tires which we asked for to be avoided. It 
was not possible to change these tires. A lawn mover aggregate was installed on the 
right side of the tractor. Also, on the tractor a renovated Energy Absorption Alpha 
60MD TMA was installed, delivered by ATA Bygg- & Markprodukter AB. At the time 
of test, the weight of the full vehicle and TMA combination was 9,730 kg with 3,600 kg 

                                                 
11 Now by name change called ”SVEVIA”. 
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on the front axle (1,740 kg to the left and 1,860 kg to the right) and 6,130 kg on the rear 
axle (1,770 kg to the left and 4,360 kg to the right). 

On the sketches further down the document, dimensions are included. 

 

 

 

Articulated front-end loader 

An articulated front-end loader was made available, also at this time through the help of 
“Vägverket Produktion”, who also did equip the carrier with a TMA and a grass cutting 
aggregate, this time a version installed on the front end fork lift. A vehicle weight of 
about 13,000 kg was strived for. The available vehicle was a Volvo BM 4300B, with 
tires for road use. The installed TMA was a renovated Energy Absorption Alpha 60MD 
TMA, delivered by ATA Bygg- & Markprodukter AB. At crash test the vehicle had a 
total weight of 12,630 kg, including the TMA, divided by 6,250 kg on the front axle 
(1,210 kg to the left and 5,040 kg to the right) and 6,380 kg on the rear axle (3,200 kg to 
the left and 3,180 kg to the right) 

On the sketches further down the document, dimensions are included. 
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In both the tractor and the articulated front-end loader an uninstrumented crash dummy 
of the Hybrid II type12 was placed in the driver seat, with some aim to be able to 
observe the movement and the risk of head to vehicle contact. The dummy has the 
weight of 75 kg. But it is important to point out that this dummy mainly is intended to 
be seated correctly in a passenger car, with the seat belt on, and to be used to study 
frontal collisions. The rear end collision behaviour is questioned; the dummy neck is a 
bit stiff. Any shown behaviour must be carefully evaluated and regarded more as an 
indication than the full truth.  

 

 
 
TMA 

The reason for performing these tests is to evaluate the carrier vehicle and its geometry 
and dynamic behaviour. It is imperative that the actual TMA is chosen as an already 

approved TMA type, not under examination by the time of this test. From the company 
ATA Bygg- & Markprodukter AB two renovated Energy Absorption Alpha 2001 MD 
TMA were obtained, which were installed by “Vägverket Produktion” on these two 
carriers. These TMAs are common in Sweden. It is important to point out that the 

                                                 
12 Actually FMVSS Part 572, Subpart B, 50th percentile male. 
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TMAs only are tested according to the elderly procedure NCHRPR 230, anyhow still (at 
time of test) accepted by the SRA. But the old NCHRPR 230 does not specify an offset 
crash test, while it was quite expected that these TMAs under impact most certainly 
would be crushed completely, with a deformation reaching the firm carrier structure 
attached to the carrier vehicle, which also leads to the conclusion that we would receive 
more than usual kinetic energy in the carrier vehicle. We did also calculate on the fact 
that the TMA would probably not fulfil the criteria of the NCHRPR 350 test 3-52. This 
was regarded as an accepted detour from the path of test, since the goal was not to test 
the TMA, but the carrier vehicle at an extreme impact.  

 
 
The impacting vehicle 

According to NCHRPR 350 the impacting vehicle shall be of pickup type, a 2,000 kg 
pickup truck. These are rare and expensive in Sweden, and have in specific cases been 
imported from the US only for crash test purposes. In this case, the time frame and the 
economical limits did not allow for such a solution, and while the TMA was already an 
approved one, we did decide that we were only to replicate about the same kinetic 
energy and force, not the exact crash performance. Thus, whatever 2,000 kg vehicle 
would do the trick. We needed a typical 2,000 kg vehicle with a suspension suitable for 
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the purpose. We did buy three Chevrolet Vans for the purpose. I do wish to point out 
that if the TMA had been on the investigation, it had been important to actually use a 
correct vehicle type, since the crash performance of the frontal structure of a pickup and 
a Van differs quite a lot. The stiffer frontal structures of a Van will most certainly 
otherwise result in a more severe crash pulse measurement within the impacting vehicle. 

 
 
The test procedure 

NCHRPR 350 3-52 in general 

The test setup 3-52, in NCHRPR 350 an optional test, is due to evaluate the energy 
absorption capability while the TMA is impacted not entirely straight from behind. One 
could expect locking effects in certain angled impacts. That fact is addressed by the 
offset collision. The 3-52 test does address the risk of yawing in a slightly better way 
than the 3-53 test, which incorporates a small risk of the impacting vehicle sliding of the 
TMA sideways.  

Other pre-requisitions for the test 

Additional pre-requisitions for the test were that there was installed additional 
acceleration measurement equipment in the impacting Van vehicles. Speed was 
measured by a laser trap. Vehicle weight was determined by calibrated equipment. To 
be able to test new equipment, on our own expense and at our own decision, additional 
acceleration measurement equipment was installed in the carrier vehicle, as an 
undocumented extension of the project. According to NCHRPR 350 routines 
measurements are otherwise never made in the carrier vehicle. 

 

As the question has been raised a number of times about the impacting vehicle and the 

protection of the vehicle occupant of that bullet vehicle, it is at this point important to 

point out that only the carrier vehicle is under evaluation. The full project relies on the 

fact that already approved TMAs are used. The TMA and the 2,000 kg vehicle are only 

used to reproduce correct kinetic energy input to the carrier. No evaluation of the TMA 

performance, nor the impacting vehicle or the protection of that vehicle occupant, was 

to be done. Chosen shortcuts, like the vehicle selection, in the setup makes any such 

attempts to evaluate TMA performance invalid.  
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2 Crash test with TMA on an articulated front-end loader 

Crash test run on the 27th of March 2007. Dimensions by the drawing below. 
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In the first crash test the articulated front-end loader was placed in line with the 
oncoming vehicle, but with an offset sideways of 67.2 cm. The actual impact takes 
place at a speed of 102.6 km/h. The oncoming vehicle, a Chevrolet Van 1984, has a 
weight of 2,005 kg. At the impact the TMA is deformed fully, until its carrier structure, 
which is also compressed before the collision energy starts to affect the carrier vehicle. 
The front-end loader moves ahead 10.7 meters, without tendency for yawing or in other 
way sideways movement or other unexpected behaviour. In the hitting vehicle the 
following values are determined: 

ASI 2.31, THIV 40.9 km/h, PHD 32.8 g, OIVx 11.1 m/s, OIVy 2.3 m/s, ORAx 32.0 g, 
ORAy 12.5 g. In the additional equipment in the front-end loader a crash pulse of about 
3 g is noted for a shot duration of less than 0.1 seconds, and with a short peak value of 
10.5 g with the duration of about 7 ms. 

Values are a bit high, mainly due to the fact that the hitting vehicle is not a correct 
vehicle according to NCHRPR 350. The essential fact is that the carrier vehicle does not 
rotate, does not yaw and does not otherwise do any unexpected movements. Instead, the 
forward movement is fairly smooth and very similar to a standard TMA and truck 
impact. Although an acceleration value of 3 g with duration of 0.1 seconds might be 

Articulated front-end loader and TMA 
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uncomfortable, a good seat with a high backrest would probably result in a considerably 
minor risk of being injured. 

Although not measured by equipment, no trace of head to vehicle interior impact is 
found in the carrier vehicle. 
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Articulated front-end loader and TMA 
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3 Crash test with TMA on a tractor 
Crash test run on the 28th of March 2007. Dimensions by the drawing below. 
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In the second crash test the tractor was lined up with the impacting vehicle, with an 
offset of 67.2 cm. Impact is at 102.6 km/h. (No typing error, we did hit exactly the same 
speed twice.) The impacting vehicle, a Chevrolet Van 1980, has a weight of 2,045 kg. 
At the impact the TMA is deformed fully, until its carrier structure, which is also 
compressed before the collision energy starts to affect the carrier tractor. The tractor 
moves forward about 8.3 meters, without any tendency for yawing or in other way 
sideways movement or other unexpected behaviour. In the hitting vehicle the following 
values are determined: 

ASI 1.96, THIV 41.4 km/h, PHD 32.6 g, OIVx 11.3 m/s, OIVy 1.8 m/s, ORAx 30.4 g, 
ORAy 12.5 g. In the tractor acceleration levels of about 4 g with a duration less than 
0.1 seconds are registered, and with a short peak value of 8.1 g and two somewhat 
smaller peaks of 6 g with duration of about 6 to 7 ms. 

Tractor and TMA 
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Determined values are somewhat lower than for the previous articulated front-end 
loader, but still higher than for an ordinary TMA crash test. In the same way as in the 
previous test this is mainly due to the fact that we are using an ambiguous test vehicle, 
not representative for a standard TMA crash test. The essential information, worth to 
record, is still that the carrier vehicle movement is controlled, without tendency for 
yawing or pitching. The TMA does contribute to a fairly smooth movement forward, 
being a collision, straight ahead. With a properly arranged seat with a high backrest the 
driver would have anticipated an uncomfortable crash, but by no means a dangerous 
ride. In this specific test the seat backrest was too low, resulting in a contact between the 
dummy head and the rear window. Without measurement equipment, an evaluation of 
that contact can only be a vague guess. A high backrest would have reduced the risk 
substantially. 
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4 Results, step 1 
In the first two crash tests, both of the TMAs are deformed fully, including the 
telescopic installation fixture. It might seem tempting to come to the conclusion that 
these TMAs (Energy Absorption Alpha 60MD TMA) did fail, i.e. did not fully respond 
to the demands of the 3-52 test. At a first glance, the figures, the results and the 
deformation give that impression. But it is important to remember the selection of both 
carrier vehicle and impacting vehicle and that the actual test setup was not intended for 
such an evaluation. Thus, it is a bit unfair to judge the TMA by these tests. 

What we did was to induce the full collision energy from the impacting vehicle by an 
offset collision, thus not using the full width of the TMA. We have deliberately been 
aiming for to maximize the collision energy transferred to the carrier vehicle. The 
important observation is that, although their construction, short wheel base and centre of 
gravity position, we have not induced any unwanted noticeable yawing or pitching. 
Instead, the roll ahead distance and the acceleration levels were quite decent and in the 
acceptable region. A small complication is that the NCHRPR 350 requirement for 
second gear and parking brake on was not able to be fulfilled in these cases due to 
technical limitations. This might explain deviations from a standard truck carrier test.  

By vision and by acceleration measurements in the carrier vehicle structure it is 
observed a minor movement forward for the driver dummy. While not having personal 
expert experience in neck injury risk, a qualified guess would anyhow be that by raising 
the seat backrest to cover the full back of the driver up and above the head, the risk for 
injuries would probably be substantially reduced. (A study by the insurance company 
FOLKSAM ”Variations of crash severity and injury risk depending on collisions with 
different vehicle types and objects”13 indicates a doubled risk for permanent whiplash 
problems with rear end collisions with determined speed change of about 3 to 5 g.)  

In the hitting vehicle, the Van, high acceleration values but low occupant compartment 
intrusion was observed. I would not say that the collision is without risk, but it might be 
survivable if seat belt is used and if there are active airbags. 

 
4.1 Discussion on the two first tests 
The question ahead of these two initial crash tests was if the carriers used did change the 
outcome of the performance of the protection. We have seen that the carriers did not 
rotate under impact; they did not yaw or pitch. We have also noted that there is not an 

additional risk for the oncoming vehicle which had been the result with a standard truck 
TMA carrier. For the driver dummy, a slightly higher risk might be anticipated due to 
the fact that the driver is geometrically placed closer to the TMA and the impacting area 
than in a truck. On the other hand, conditioned that these tractors and articulated front-
end loaders are used, it is of course easy to understand that the protection level with a 
TMA is extremely higher than with the same vehicles and work situation without a 
TMA. From a pure crash technological perspective both the tractor and the articulated 
front-end loader seem to behave exactly as a conventional truck, carrying a TMA. 

One thing to have in mind while thinking about using tractors and articulated front-end 
loaders for both slope grass cutting and as a TMA carrier is the extra mental load on the 
driver, having more things to tend to while working.  

                                                 
13 Helena Stigson, Anders Ydenius, Anders Kullgren, KI and Folksam Research. 
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At another test at VTI, initiated by SRA on the particular TMA vehicles, the sweep area 
for an articulated front-end loader with an installed TMA was measured to be 1.7 meter 
into the adjacent driving lane under full steering to one side. For the tractor the same 
value was determined to be 1.9 meter. An additional complication for the articulated 
vehicle is that the TMA is moving sideways even when the vehicle is not moving 
forward, due to the fact that the steering wheel will make a change of the angle in the 
articulated joint. 

More in general the problem of a self-TMA-carrying vehicle working in a bend must be 
studied, since the absence of a separate TMA-carrier placed ahead of the bend, warning 
for the work zone and vehicle will get lost. It is of course not possible to have these 
vehicles always only working on straight roads. 

Although driving and driving behaviour have not been an issue in this project, it can be 
noted while having to drive these vehicles at the test site, their short wheel base and 
rather stiff structure and suspension have caused some rather bumpy rides, resembling a 
duck. There is no need to provoke the vehicle accelerator or brake to a very high extent 
to make the deployed TMA to risk to hit the pavement. It does raise questions on main-
tenance and working life of the product, as well as the risk in an accident situation under 
braking that an oncoming passenger vehicle from behind might just slip in under the 
TMA protection. Further evaluation of that risk is strongly recommended. 

 
4.2 Recommendations from step one 
With reference to these two tests, and with the above given thoughts and discussions, 
the VTI recommendation is that any TMA already accepted in Sweden also can be 
installed on any of these two alternative TMA-carriers, or any similar vehicle judged to 
have the same performance under impact, but still having in mind the necessary 
requirements for carrier vehicle weights in accordance with the situation at TMA 
approval tests. In a similar way as in NCHRPR 350 I do recommend a continuous in-
service evaluation of these installations, and a possibility to revoke the acceptance in the 
event of any questionable performance under impact. 
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5 Additional crash test on a frame TMA carrier 
Test run on the 21st of November 2007. 

In a later stage of the project it was also discussed the possibility to attach a TMA to a 
trailer or some other type of artificial vehicle, some type of ”bogie vehicle”. A 
moveable frame, simulating the behaviour of an accepted carrier vehicle has been on the 
agenda, i.e. some type of frame with rubber feet emulating the effect of rubber tires. It 
was decided to run such a test, a NCHRPR 350 3-52 TMA test. The chosen product was 
delivered by the company Berlex AB in Kungälv, Sweden, and it was a steel frame with 
a ballast of concrete, to reach specified carrier weight. On this, a TMA by TrafFix 
Devices Inc., the Scorpion 1000 TMA, was installed. The overall weight of the full 
installation was 8,140 kg. The rubber covered feet had a dimension of 26 times 31 cm. 
The frame outer dimensions were 226 times 558 cm and the distance between the rubber 
legs was sideways (or wheel track) 199 cm and in length (in wheel base) 537 cm. The 
height of the leg support was 87 cm. The actual TMA does reach 3.80 meter out from 
the frame. The impact was at 102.7 km/h with a vehicle of 1,995 kg. 

5,7 m 3,8 m
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This third test is run in a similar way as before, with the TMA carrier in line with the 
impacting vehicle, with an offset of 67.2 cm. Crash test is carried out at 102.7 km/h 
with a vehicle, a Chevrolet Van 1980, with a weight of 1,995 kg. At test the TMA is 
deformed to its full extent, the fixation sub frame is compressed and the carrier structure 
is pushed forward 2.9 meters, without yawing. In the impacting vehicle the following 
values are determined: 

ASI 1.78, THIV 43.3 km/h, PHD 20.9 g, OIVx 12.1 m/s, OIVy 1.8 m/s, ORAx 19.6 g, 
ORAy 9.2 g. No measurement is made on the supporting frame. 
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No worrying yawing, pitching or rotation is noticed. Nothing in this test does speak 
against the possibility for this frame to act as a TMA carrier in the same manner as a 
standard truck. One noticeable thing is that the stiff legs were manoeuvred together, 
thus on an uneven road it might result in that only three out of four legs are in contact 
with the pavement. It would probably have been better with some type of adjustable 
support, taking care of that minor dilemma.  
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5.1 Results and discussion from the third test of step one 
In this third test, the alternative carrier has shown effectiveness similar to an ordinary 
truck. Based on this result, it is imperative that such a device will perform well, and 
ought to be equally accepted in Sweden as well as the other alternative carriers. The risk 
of hitting the unprotected frame from other directions might have to be assessed and 
reflective marking might be necessary from other direction. The adoption to uneven 
surface might be taken care of.  
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5.1.1 Data sheet of test 2007-03-27 
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5.1.2 Data sheet of test 2007-03-28 
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5.1.3 Drawing of frame used on the test 2007-11-21 
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6 Second step, additional crash test with a tractor with TMA 
and evaluation of the risk of neck injuries 

6.1 Background 
For some years TMA installed on trucks have been used in Sweden. The requirements 
in Sweden are set by the Swedish Road Administration, SRA, and can shortly be 
described as to fulfil the NCHRPR 350 crash tests 3-50 and 3-51 and at least one of the 
two tests 3-52 or 3-53. Entrepreneurs have started to ask for the possibility to place such 
a TMA on other vehicle types, specifically on tractors, articulated front-end loaders and 
on short 4WD trucks, like the MB Unimog.  

During the year 2007 three crash tests with alternative TMA carriers were carried out at 
the VTI crash laboratory, sponsored by the Swedish Road Administration, SRA. The 
test procedure used was the NCHRPR 350 3-51 2,000 kg 100 km/h pickup offset crash 
test. The aim was to examine the interaction between a generic and approved TMA and 
non-typical carriers, in this case vehicles with short wheelbase and high centre-of-
gravity, such as a tractor, an articulated front end loader and finally also a steel frame 
for a truck that can handle interchangeable loading platforms. (In Swedish called 
“lastväxlarflak” or sometimes shortened to “växelflak”, I have still not found a good 
translation to English.) 

In these three previously performed crash tests the focus was entirely on the carrier 
vehicle behaviour, the vehicle roll ahead and the risk of extensive vehicle yawing. No 
such tendencies were recognized, and the general outcome of these three tests was that 
the alternative carriers tested could, in general, be accepted as alternative TMA carriers 
on an equal basis as for the 9,000 kg trucks typically used as TMA carriers. 

For these three 2007 crash tests, no determination of the risk for the carrier vehicle 
driver was ever considered. No scientifically valid examination of that risk was made. 

 
6.2 Aim and expectations 
For this second step 2009 crash test the aim was to study the risk for a carrier vehicle 
driver, with main focus on the whiplash and neck injury trauma. The expectation was to 
be able to show that the protection factor is mainly a question of choosing a good 
enough driver seat, i.e. most certainly a seat high enough and strong enough to protect 
the spine, the neck and the head as one single unit, very similar to the protection given 
by rearward-facing child restraints in frontal collisions. 

 
6.3 Method 
The chosen crash test procedure is the NCHRPR 350 3-51 crash test, a 2,000 kg truck 
impacting the TMA and carrier at a speed of 100 km/h straight on, with the vehicle 
centreline right in the middle of the TMA centreline. This is to maximize the kinetic 
energy transmitted through the TMA into the carrier vehicle frame, in contrast to the 3-
52 test setup chosen in step one. All of the focus was set at the carrier vehicle occupant 
compartment. Thus, a TMA already approved was chosen and we strived to as 
accurately as possibly reproduce the forces transmitted into the system by the original 
NCHRPR 350 crash test. The TMA and the impacting vehicle are not evaluated by this 

test. 
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6.4 Vehicles 
6.4.1 Tractor 
The carrier vehicle, the tractor, was a CASE CVX 1195 4WD, manufactured 2006. The 
vehicle was chosen by SRA as a good representative for the typical population of 
different tractors used within SRA responsibility area. VTI had one important request, 
the vehicle weight. As we are seeking to replicate an approval test but with the worst 
possible conditions for the carrier vehicle, still within the limits of the test procedure, 
VTI asked for a vehicle with a weight as close to as possible to the lower weight limit 
for carrier vehicles in accordance with the approval for the specific TMA. (For a test run 
at worst conditions limits, considering the weight this is at the extreme lower limit, it 
will then be possible to say that any alternations, such as increased carrier vehicle 
weight, only will lead to a less dangerous situation for the carrier vehicle driver.) The 
nominal weight of a CASE tractor of this model is typically 6,800 kg. But this tractor 
was delivered with the TMA already installed, and the total weight of the combination 
was determined to be 10,180 kg distributed as 2,940 kg on the front axle (1,470 kg on 
each side) and 7,240 kg on the rear axle (3,460 kg on the left side and 3,780 kg on the 
right side). Of these 10,180 kg 76 kg were extracted due to necessary modifications for 
the test. A door was removed, two side windows were removed for photographic 
reasons etc. But on the other hand an 85 kg BioRID dummy was placed in the driver 
seat, and a 12 kg onboard measurement and memory module was installed, summa-
rizing a grand total weight of the tested tractor with TMA to be 10,201 kg. The exact 
weight of the actual TMA was not possible to determine, but a number given by the 
manufacturer was about 800 kg for the Scorpion and an additional 200 kg for the 
fixation to the tractor, or about 1,000 kg for the complete TMA. This leads to the 
conclusion that the carrier vehicle excluding TMA, fixation and driver was about 
9,100 kg. 

 
 
6.4.2 Impacting vehicle 
As an impacting vehicle a GMC Vandura Van 1987 was chosen. According to 
NCHRPR 350 the impacting vehicle shall be a 2,000 kg pickup truck, but since 
evaluation of the actual TMA was not the target of this crash test, and since such pickup 
trucks are rare and expensive in Sweden, we decided that any 2,000 kg vehicle based on 
a frame base would do the trick. It is important to remember that this vehicle does not 
match all the requirements of NCHRPR 350 for the TMA test, but as the weight and the 
speed were held within limits the kinetic energy transmitted through the already 
approved Scorpion TMA was regarded to be equal to a valid NCHRPR 350 3-51 test, 
whatever vehicle. The actual weight of the GMC was 2,020 kg distributed as LF (left 
front) 590 kg, RF (right front) 570 kg, LR (left rear) 410 kg and RR (right rear) 450 kg. 
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6.4.3 Driver seat 
The driver seat (of the carrier vehicle) was also chosen by the SRA and installed by the 
manufacturer, BeGe. The seat chosen was a BeGe 9000 model 5500, a seat with air 
suspension. The seat had a neck support which was continuously adjustable in height, 
which for this purpose actually was a bit of a disadvantage. I will get back to this later.  

The seat is said to fulfil the requirements of Council Directive 74/408/EEC of 22 July 
1974 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the interior 
fittings of motor vehicles (strength of seats and of their anchorages), which most likely 
implies that the seat can withstand a static force, in the forward and the rearward 
direction, which is replicating the force equal to lift the weight of the seat itself, times 
20. This is probably a way of describing a way of withstanding an impact with a 
deceleration of 20 g. The seat is supplied with a lap belt, but can optionally be fitted 
with a three point belt. According to a data sheet from the manufacturer the weight of 
the seat, without optional equipment, is 32.6 kg. The driver seat was positioned 
according to the routines within the EuroNCAP testing procedures, which briefly can be 
described as mostly in the mid position. An H-point manikin14 was used to determine 
the exact position. The EuroNCAP gives a procedure to position the head restraint. If 
there are intermediate distinct positions, a mid position is strived for. Unfortunately a 
continuously adjustable head restraint with no noticeable notches or stops requires the 
head restraint to be placed in its lowest position. This will lead to a disadvantage in this 
specific test, which will be shown later. 

                                                 
14 SAE J826. 
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6.4.4 TMA 
The TMA used was a Scorpion 10,000 TMA, manufactured by Trafix Devices Inc. in 
the USA, but in Sweden delivered by Berlex in Kungälv. Berlex in Kungälv was not 
only kindly supplying the actual TMA, but also contributed to the project by construc-
ting the fixture for and installing the TMA on the tractor. The choice of this TMA was 
intentional, we sought for a TMA that fulfilled the requirements for test level 3 of 
NCHRPR 350, and the Scorpion was the first TMA available in Sweden that had passed 
all the test level 3 tests of NCHRPR 350. 
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In general, the used impacting vehicle and the used TMA mainly were used to produce a 
good replica of the kinetic forces typically transmitted into the carrier vehicle frame. For 
this test, it is implicit that the TMA and the carrier vehicle itself actually already fulfil 
the NCHRPR 350 requirements. What is tested is the transfer function of the kinetic 
forces from the carrier vehicle frame through the occupant compartment cabin through 
the driver seat and its resulting influence on the driver. 

 
6.5 Test setup 
Previous crash tests, when the carrier vehicle influence was the main target, were 
chosen to be the NCHRPR 350 3-52 ¼ vehicle width offset crash test. For this setup, the 
maximum input kinetic energy was sought for. For that reason in was decided to use the 
NCHRPR 350 3-51 straight on centred 2,000 kg 100 km/h crash test. 

 
6.5.1 Dummy 
In cooperation with the company Autoliv and their crash laboratory in Vårgårda, 
Sweden, it was made possible to use (probably one of the most advanced available) 
crash test dummies, the BioRID15, developed specifically for studying neck loads. The 
BioRID can be said to be a developed Hybrid III16 with a far better spine and neck. The 
BioRID is mainly used for studying rear end impacts and the whiplash mechanism. The 
dummy and its full installation and all measurements in the dummy and in the tractor 
cabin were done and monitored by qualified staff from Autoliv. The VTI crash labora-
tory has very limited experience on studying neck loads, thus the possibility to 
cooperate with Autoliv was highly appreciated. The majority of the objective test results 
and its evaluation below are kindly borrowed from the results presentation made by 
Autoliv. 

                                                 
15 The BioRID was originally developed by Chalmers University in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
16 FMVSS Part 572, Subpart E. 
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6.6 Whiplash 
What is whiplash? It is a word used to describe neck injuries, mainly emanating from 
rear end collisions. It is just a single word, but the mechanism of whiplash is probably 
more complicated. Studying written papers on the subject reveals that different 
researcher has different explanations. One eye-opener for me has been a medical 
dissertation named “Whiplash-associated injuries and disorders” by Gunilla Bring17, 
Umeå University 1996. The dissertation, partly in Swedish, describes at least a handful 
of different possible neck injury mechanisms and more than a handful of possible 
remaining medical problems. It also discusses different treatment techniques. Without 
going further into the problem, it seems that by asking more experts, you will get more 
and more deviating answers on the whiplash trauma. Some experts say that it is the 
rising pressure in the spine that is the problem, some others refer to the mechanical 
stress put on the spine etc. Nevertheless, the referred book is a good introduction to 
better understand the complexity of the whiplash field. 

Below is an excerpt of a presentation given by Autoliv (published by permission) on the 
subject; 

 

                                                 
17 Whiplash-relaterade skador och följdtillstånd. Biomekaniska aspekter på ett mångfacetterat problem. 
Gunilla Bring, Institutionen för allmänmedicin, Umeå 1996. Umeå University Medical Dissertations, 
New series no. 472 – ISSN 0346-6612 – ISBN 91-7191-213-4. 
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The EuroNCAP test procedures referred to give a method of assessing the whiplash risk 
and also an evaluation scale. This scale can be discussed, but is for the moment one of 
the most accepted and widely used for evaluating the risk in rear end collisions. 

 
6.7 The TMA and tractor BioRID crash test 
The crash test was run on the 24th of November 2009 at the VTI crash laboratory in 
Linköping, Sweden. The test was run outdoors. The weather was good, without rain. 
The lighting conditions could have been better. The temperature was about +8°C. The 
tractor with the TMA was lined up centric to the acceleration track of the GMC van. 
The acceleration of the GMC is done by a controlled electrical engine, pulling a steel 
cable towing the vehicle along a track steering the vehicle to the impact position. The 
vehicle is released a few meters before impact. The impact speed is 101.8 km/h 
(63.3 mph), which is within the allowed range of NCHRPR 350 (i.e. 100 ± 4 km/h). The 
tractor has an automatic hydraulic transmission with a kind of automatic lock of the 
transmission, thus it is not possible to follow the specifications in NCHRPR 350 
(second gear and parking brakes on) on how to park the vehicle in position. The 
gearbox was automatically set to natural when the vehicle was halted, thus it was only 
possible to engage the parking brake and not to stop the engine in second gear. The 
mechanical transmission gear lock in the gearbox was manoeuvred not to be engaged.  

 
 
6.8 Observations 
The crash test is run under full control. No tendency for underrun of the TMA, no 
unexpected roll, pitch or yawing of the carrier vehicle. The tractor is pushed forward 
4.8 meters. The GMC vehicle is stopped, as expected, straight on within the TMA, with 
just a slight yawing movement to the right late in the roll out, more or less after the 
collision. The tractor is, visually inspected, totally undamaged and it is possible to drive 
it after the test. The TMA has been deformed as intended, but the fixation to the tractor 
is undamaged (in some after crash pictures there can be seen a bent rod, but this rod was 
accidently bent after the crash, by an error while trying to dismount the TMA from the 
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tractor). The BioRID dummy inside the tractor is still positioned in the driver seat. 
Visually no contact between vehicle interior and dummy can be seen. It is obvious that 
the restraining lap belt had contributed to the dummy still being seated correctly in the 
driver seat. 

 
6.9 Results 
6.9.1 TMA 
The TMA itself is not being evaluated, but there are no indications of other than an 
approved behaviour just as expected, a crash according to NCHRPR 350 3-51. It can 
thus be said to be an expected, i.e. good, test result. 

 
6.9.2 Vehicle 
The carrier vehicle did behave correctly according to NCHRPR 350. No yawing, 
pitching or rolling was detected. The carrier vehicle itself is undamaged. Another good 
result. 

 
6.9.3 Interior safety 
The tractor interior safety is what is evaluated this time. There are several topics: 

 The driver seat did behave as expected. No deformations were noted. The seat 
kept the driver in place. Unfortunately the head restraint was too low to protect 
the back head of the dummy, resulting in the head and neck bending backwards 
and over the head restraint. Behind the seat there was a rear window with a 
wiper motor placed immediately behind the driver head, resulting in an impact. 
Actually, although this was a bit of a miscalculation, it clearly shows how 
important it is to regard all the interior fittings and impact risks in such a 
vehicle. Without this technical hitch, we might have underestimated this risk, the 
risk of interior impacts and the need for safety distances surrounding the driver. 

 The belt. It is obvious that the belt system held the driver in place. It also 
prevented the abdomen from impacting the steering wheel. This vehicle had a 
two point lap belt, a belt system most often enough for rear end collisions. In 
this test it also hindered the dummy in the forward rebound motion. For more 
severe frontal collisions a three point belt would have been preferable. 

 The steering wheel is a risk, as well as other joysticks and manoeuvre details. It 
would be wise to define some kind of minimum clearance distance, at least in 
respect of the driver head position. A kind of flail space definition for such 
clearance is probably a possible solution. 

 While one way of reducing the forces on the driver is to allow controlled 
seatback deformation, the additional risk of hitting interior hard structures 
behind the driver must also be evaluated. There are of course possible solutions, 
like introducing corresponding padding at certain unsafe areas. 

 
6.9.4 Dummy/whiplash 
In Appendix A there is an Autoliv analysis of the test results copied into this report 
(reproduced by permission). 
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7 VTI conclusions from the second step 
The TMA system itself, installed on the specific tractor has proven quite effective. The 
tractor as a carrier vehicle has shown good behaviour. The interior of the tractor did in 
this case not cause any additional risks, but showed that such risks ought to be 
thoroughly evaluated. The dummy was restrained in the seat, and kept in place by the 
two point belt. The seat back and headrest on the seat was too low, and failed to protect 
the head and the neck. The distance behind the dummy head and hard possible impact 
areas was too short. The rear window wiper motor was positioned in a position not in 
respect of possible driver injury. The distance between seat back and rear window 
structure was too short. The recorded chassis mean decelerations of about 1.8–2.0 g are 
considered to be of very low risk, for a driver properly restrained. 

 
7.1 Discussion, second step 
Actually, this setup was a successful test. It demonstrated that the vehicle type, a short 
and high tractor, could technically be used as a TMA carrier. But it also effectively 
demonstrated the need for careful considerations in respect of choosing a proper driver 
seat and installation in respect of safe areas surrounding the restrained driver. The 
performed test urges for a continuation, with laboratory sled tests at a deceleration level 
equal to the measured tractor occupant compartment deceleration, to find out the shape 
and height of an effective seat back and head rest for the sought for combination. Such a 
test was run at Autoliv crash laboratory in the beginning of 2010. The Autoliv test 
report (in Swedish) is enclosed (by permission) as Appendix B to this report. 

 
7.2 Recommendations, second step 
It is, from a purely technical point of view, recommended to allow NCHRPR 350 test 
level 3 approved TMAs generically on tractors and articulated front-end loaders for 
which the essential vehicle weight criteria defined by the actual TMA approval is 
fulfilled. For the carrier vehicle driver protection, VTI do propose the following crash 
test requirements, as a minimum, to be mandatory fulfilled for the driver’s seat; 

 By a rear end impact test, with a CFC60 filtered crash pulse with a mean 
acceleration of 2.0 g (tolerance ± 0.3 g) and with a total duration longer than 200 
ms and with occasional peak values not higher than 8.0 g and with those peaks 
having a cumulative total duration above 3.0 g less than 50 ms, no complete 
failure or collapse shall be recorded for the tested seat. Controlled deformation is 
allowed. 

 The height of the driver seat backrest and/or the head restraint should be enough 
to cover effectively the full height of the driver head, measured to the top of the 
skull. In most cases, for normal adults, this calls for the seat back rest not to be 
lower than approximately 850–900 mm. It should not be possible to inten-
tionally adjust the back rest or head restraint to a lower position without some 
type of tools. 

The roll ahead distance for the vehicle and TMA combination is equal to the verified 
roll ahead distance by the NCHRPR 350 test, due to the requirement for a minimum 
carrier vehicle weight. 
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7.3 General recommendations, step one and two 
With reference to the set of four tests run, and with the above given required parameters 
on carrier vehicle weight, the VTI recommendation is that any NCHRPR 350 TL-3 
TMA accepted in Sweden also can be accepted installed on any of these described 
alternative TMA-carriers, i.e. tractors, articulated front-end loaders, steel frame rigid 
load carriers (or any similar vehicle judged to have the same performance under 
impact). In a similar way as in NCHRPR 350 VTI do recommend a continuous in-
service evaluation of these installations, and announcing the possibility to revoke the 
acceptance letter in the event of any questionable performance under impact. 

For the frame carrier, extra caution shall be used while addressing the risk of hitting the 
unprotected frame from other traffic directions.  

For the carrier vehicle driver protection, VTI do propose the following crash test 
requirements, as a minimum, to be mandatory fulfilled for the driver’s seat; 

 By a rear end impact test, with a CFC60 filtered crash pulse with a mean 
acceleration of 2.0 g (tolerance ± 0.3 g) and with a total duration longer than 200 
ms and with occasional peak values not higher than 8.0 g and with those peaks 
having a cumulative total duration above 3.0 g less than 50 ms, no complete 
failure or collapse shall be recorded for the tested seat. Controlled deformation is 
allowed. 

 The height of the driver seat backrest and/or the head restraint should be enough 
to cover effectively the full height of the driver head, measured to the top of the 
skull.  

While one way of reducing the forces on the driver is to allow controlled seatback 
deformation, the additional risk of hitting interior hard structures behind the driver must 
also be evaluated. There are of course possible solutions, like introducing corresponding 
padding at certain unsafe areas. 

The roll ahead distance for the vehicle and TMA combination is equal to the verified 
roll ahead distance by the NCHRPR 350 test. 
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The above reproduced test report from Autoliv is in Swedish. For the risk of unintentional 
altering the content while translating the content, the full report is reproduced above in it’s 
original form. Below is given a coarse translation, not word by word but trying to give the 
essentials and the intentions, translated by Jan Wenäll at VTI, mainly concentrating on the 
initial summary of the appendix B report; 

___ 

Autoliv test report TO-10004790. 

Whiplash sled testing with a TMA crash pulse on a Be-Ge 9000 driver seat. 

Test run on 2010-03-16 (16th of March 2010). 

Two whiplash sled crash tests was performed with a BioRID crash dummy placed in a Be-Ge 
9000 drivers seat, to evaluate the whiplash performance and adjoining risks. One of the test 
was without an obstacle behind the seat, and the other test was with an intentional obstacle, to 
reduce the rearward tilting of the seat. The tilting distance was one of the factors determined. 

This test series is an continuation of the full scale crash test of a tractor equipped with a TMA, 
test R91124_1, performed at VTI on the 24th of November 2009. 

Summary of the results: Injury criteria’s was evaluated according to the EuroNCAP whiplash 
protocol, giving overall low values and not any high risks. Based on research and field data 
from Folksam and Autoliv, the risk of an injury with a whiplash syndrome remaining more 
than a month is low, less than 5% in any category, for both of the performed tests. 

The horizontal rearward movement of the driver seat during impact in the first test was 
determined to be 98 mm on the very top of the head restraint. 

In the full scale test at VTI the seat back/head restraint did move rearward 50% more than in 
the sled test number one, before the tractor rear window did hinder the continuous movement. 
The anticipated reason for that is believed to be elastic deformation of the tractor floorboard. 
From that point of view, the carrier vehicle floor or seat installation should be evaluated in 
future installations, from the whiplash point of view. 

The results from the second test did show that a 50 mm thick plastic foam effectively did 
prevent the impact between driver seat backrest and the steel obstacle installed behind the 
seat, resulting in as good results as in the first test where the seat backrest could tilt backwards 
unrestrained. I several categories test number two, with the plastic foam and a following 
impact with the steel obstacle, did produce better results than in the first unrestrained test. 

The method of protecting against impact with installing padding/foam on the back of the 
backrest of the drivers seat proved to be effective and ought to be used in TMA carrier 
vehicles where there is an obvious risk for interior contacts. 

___ 
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